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WED01NOV
JENN NKIRU PRESENTS: NEW TRANSMISSIONS, NEW PATHWAYS (A
CELEBRATION OF ESTABLISHED AND EMERGING POC AND WOMEN
ARTISTS) @ ICA
18:30 (WAITING LIST)
Artist and film director Jenn Nkiru presents an evening of screenings,
discussion and music celebrating POC and women artists. The evening
begins with a showcase of Random Acts films from a selection of leading
talent including Cecile Emeke, Ayo Akingbade, Naomi Berrio Allen, Stephen
Isaac Wilson, Emily Mulenga, Yero Timi-Biu and Jessica Ashman. The
filmmakers join us afterwards for a panel discussion moderated by
Nkiru. A short reading from writer Belinda Zahwi follows, introducing a
screening of Nkiru’s new short film Rebirth Is Necessary, a celebration of
Black diasporic culture, past, present and future. The evening ends with a
panel discussion with Jenn Nkiru and her creative team, including costume
designer IB Kamara, movement director Ivan Blackstock, sound mixer/
designer Fred Pearson, editor Kit Wells, production designer Natasha
Piper and colourist Tim Smith, moderated by the ICA’s Head of
Communications Daryoush Haj-Najafi.

WED01NOV
QUEER POETICS AND THE DISARAY OF GENDER: FILMMAKER CAMPBELL
X IN CONVERSATION @ QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
18:00 - 20:00
The Sexual Cultures Research Group is pleased to announce our first event
of the new academic year: ‘Queer Poetics and the Disarray of Gender’: a
conversation between the filmmaker Campbell X and dr. kitt price. The event
will also include screenings of films by Campbell X.
Campbell X is an award-winning filmmaker who directed the queer urban
romcom feature film Stud Life (2012), which was awarded the Screen
Nations Independent Spirit Award (2013) and the Best Black LGBT film in the
Hotter Than July Film Festival (2013).

WED01NOV
LEIGH BOWERY AND TABOO WITH SUE TILEY @ THE CENTURY CLUB
18:30 - 20:30 (£12)
Leigh Bowery was one of the most controversial and avant-garde performers
of his generation. In this talk, author Sue Tilley, one of Bowery’s closest
friends, lays bare the extravagant life of the trendsetting entertainer. From
Bowery’s groundbreaking costumes and performance art, to his notoriety in
London’s 1980s nightclub culture, to his role as a favored model for painter
Lucian Freud, Tilley will offer an insight into the outrageous world of 1980s
modern art and the man who came to embody it.

WED01NOV
SEX RE-EDUCATION @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19:30 (£5)
Let’s talk about sex. Let’s sing about sex. Let’s write about sex. Let’s laugh
about sex. Let’s cry about sex. Artists Chloe Cooper, Phoebe Davies and
Jenny Moore walk through the Bedfellows research project, inviting artists
in their roles as activists, parents, choir leaders, sex workers, teachers and
more, to take part in a collective sex re-education.
Let’s create tools together to resist the heterosexist, masculinist sex
education we receive every day and use artistic means to produce counternarratives, make propositions, ask questions and make noise.

WED01NOV – THU30NOV
HOMOTOPIA FESTIVAL @ VARIOUS LOCATIONS (LIVERPOOL)
Homotopia launched in 2004 and is a Liverpool based arts & social justice
organisation making art, interventions and participation that inspires and
unites communities. Every November it presents an annual festival of
local, national and international LGBT+ arts & culture featuring an eclectic
programme including theatrical world premieres, contemporary dance,
visual art, debate, youth & community participation, heritage & film.

THU02NOV
TALK: ALICE BUTLER ON COOKIE MUELLER @ STUDIO VOLTAIRE
18:30 - 19:30
Writer Alice Butler discusses the work of Cookie Mueller, engaging with
themes of adolescence, personal performance and disease in Mueller’s short
stories. Butler’s talk entends from her extensive research into Mueller’s life
and work, and includes archival materials; a screening of Ira Sach’s Last
Address; and a public reading of Mueller’s writing.

THU02NOV
FIREWERK: ANARCHIC QUEER CABARET @ LIMEWHARF
19:00 - 22:30 (£3.50 in advance/£5 on the door)
London’s hottest young performance troupe Queerlective invite you to join
our revolution and celebrate this bonfire night with an evening of politically
charged cabaret and performance art works. We will sing, lip sync, dance,
speak and sweat for you. You will cheer and spend generously at the bar
(bitcoin not accepted). Together, we will stage an insurrection and institute a
new world order.

THU02NOV
SCREENING: GHOST EMPIRE @ STUART HALL LIBRARY
18:30 - 20:30
Thomson’s acclaimed trilogy, Ghost Empire, explores the impact of British
colonialism on LGBT legislation across the globe.
Currently half of the countries which criminalize homosexuality use British
colonial laws from the 19th and early 20th century. The films explore the
lingering of a ghost empire, which continues its rule across several nations.
While the films deal with various colonial legacies, they also reflect on a
wider question of time and the unusual time zones created by the existence
of old laws within a contemporary setting. The trilogy of films follows the
legal challenges to these laws happening in three different continents,
focusing on Northern Cyprus, Singapore and Belize. Susan Thomson will
introduce the trilogy and then screen Ghost Empire § Cyprus in its entirety,
followed by Q&A with Sunil Gupta.

THU02NOV
GOLDSMITHS QUEER HISTORY INAUGURAL LECTURE BY PROFESSOR
ALISON ORAM @ GOLDSMITHS
18:00 - 20:00
Outing Octavia: Transforming Queer Heritage in Britain
How should we publicise and represent queer heritage? The places and
buildings all around us are full of amazing, but often under-recognised,
stories of same-sex love and gender non-conformity. Just in the past few
years, queer heritage has become increasingly visible. One of the three
Victorian founders of the National Trust, Octavia Hill, was included in the
Trust’s 2017 initiative on LGBTQ history, Prejudice and Pride, while a film
about the homosexuality of Robert Ketton-Cremer, a Norfolk country squire,
caused controversy.

FRI03NOV
WHY I’M NO LONGER TALKING TO WHITE PEOPLE ABOUT RACE @
TATE MODERN
19:00 (FREE)
Hear author of Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race,
Reni Eddo-Lodge, in conversation with curator Zoe Whitley.Exploring issues
from eradicated black history to the political purpose of white dominance,
whitewashed feminism to the inextricable link between class and race, Reni
Eddo-Lodge offers a timely and essential new framework for how to see,
acknowledge and counter racism. It is a searing, illuminating, absolutely
necessary exploration of what it is to be a person of colour in Britain today.

FRI03NOV – SAT04NOV
JONNY WOO’S UN-ROYAL VARIETY 2017 @ HACKNEY EMPIRE
19:30 - 23:30 (£10-£35)
Jonny Woo’s Un-Royal Variety is the biggest annual event in East London’s
cabaret calendar... comedy calendar... alternative drag calendar.. it’s on all
the calendars! Do not miss this fantastic fun-packed event, bursting at the
seams with fabulous acts and all set in the beautiful, historical, Hackney
Empire. This is a variety show like no other.. Think Marie Antoinette meets
Peaches meets a night at the opera meets Berghain... it’s sublime.

FRI03NOV – SAT04NOV
DECORATING DISSIDENCE: FEMINISM, MODERNISM & THE ARTS @
QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
Decorating Dissidence takes an interdisciplinary and intersectional approach
to the work of female artists, designers, and writers to reassess the place
of domestic art, craft, and the decorative in modernism. Building on recent
scholarship and exhibitions that have highlighted the work of women such
as Sonia Delauney, Eileen Grey, Hannah Höch, and the Baroness Elsa von
Freytag-Loringhoven, this conference offers new approaches to marginalized
female modernists and their intermedia art practice.

FRI03NOV – SAT04NOV
MAP 3: ARCHIVING ‘ASIA’ @ LADA
A two-day event curated by Something Human to launch a new special
collection of Southeast Asian performance materials and a newly
commissioned Study Room Guide. These will be made accessible at the Live
Art Development Agency in London for researchers, artists, students and
academics.
From 2014 to 2016 Something Human curated three editions of CCLAP
(Cross-Cultural Live Art Project), a programme of outdoor and indoor
performances, artist residencies, presentations, performative lectures and
panels with the aim of instigating the sharing of the developments and
critical reflections of significant and diverse live art practices in Southeast
Asia and the UK, to connect the critical contexts of Southeast Asian live art
practice with that in the UK/Europe.

FRI03NOV – SUN05NOV
SHOOT THE BREEZE - FFS ! @CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00 (£12/£10)
A glittering show of spectacularly unconventional, bearded, alt-drag
proportions about reaching peak-worry and overcoming eco-anxiety.
Packaged in 8 original joyous songs of eco-woe, FFS!! is the hilarious true
story of one bearded drag lady’s escape from the tyranny of city life to the
contradictions of what it really means to embrace a stoic and sustainable
existence. Who better to offer empathy and compassion in a world that
makes no sense than London’s favourite bearded alt-drag Lady, Timberlina?
Let the warmth wash over you and healing beginS your hirsute hostess
leads you on a Women’s Institute meets late night psychedelic toke of folk
wisdom, blues and rock n roll.

SAT04NOV
JULIET JACQUES FILM SCREENINGS @ STUDIO VOLTAIRE
18:00 - 19:30
A curated programme of short films selected by writer and filmmaker Juliet
Jacques. Juliet Jacques is a writer and filmmaker based in London. She has
published two books: Rayner Heppenstall: A Critical Study (Dalkey Archive,
2007) and Trans: A Memoir (Verso, 2015). Her short fiction, essays and
criticism have appeared in Granta, The Guardian, The White Review, Sight &
Sound, Filmwaves, Cineaste, Frieze, London Review of Books and many other
publications and websites.

SAT04 NOV
SOUTH BY SOUTH: FATMA 75 @ SLG CLORE STUDIO
19:00 (£5/£3)
This iteration of South by South, in partnership with Film Africa 2017,
presents the pioneering film Fatma 75 (1976) directed by Selma Baccar. The
film is the first non-fiction work by a woman from Tunisia, a feminist essayfilm, made in the UN International Women’s Year, 1975. It has long been
recognised as one of the most important films from North Africa, but has
never officially been seen before due to censorship. Now, in collaboration
with Quinta Gammarth in Tunis, Fatima 75, has been restored and subtitled.

SUN05NOV – SUN03DEC
THE WARD @ FITZROVIA CHAPEL
Gideon Mendel spent a number of weeks photographing the Broderip and
Charles Bell wards in London’s Middlesex Hospital as part of the ‘Positive
Lives’ project. The Broderip was the first AIDS ward in London and was
opened by Diana, Princess of Wales in 1987, this year marking the 30th
anniversary of its opening. An exhibition of 14 images will be displayed in
the chapel every Wednesday and Sunday in November leading up to World
AIDS day on December 1st 2017. There will also be ‘Through Positive Eyes’,
a film project where people in London with HIV were given cameras to film
and photograph their lives, which gives a powerful sense of how people are
living with HIV today.

TUE07NOV
WERK IN PROGRESS @ THE GLORY
20:00
Jonny Woo opens up the doors of The Glory to all performers with new work
in development. This is a programmed ‘open mic’ evening of all performance
styles for queer artists. Whether it’s lip-sync, spoken word, live music, live-art
or stand-up, all are welcome. It’s free to watch but we will do a whip round
to cover artists expenses.

TUE07NOV – SAT11NOV
THE FAMOUS LAUREN BARRI HOLSTEIN: NOTORIOUS @ THE
BARBICAN
19:45 (£18)
Blurring the lines between live art, dance, theatre and fine art, The Famous
Lauren Barri Holstein interrogates representations of female subjectivity.
In this irreverent phenomenon of music, dance and ‘witch-bitch’ ritual,
The Famous looks at ways in which social media and consumerism have
redefined how we relate to the female body, one’s ‘true self’ and public
shaming. Plunging into the ghostly underworld of popular culture, seeking,
as she puts it, ‘the real me, the pure me, behind this soiled shroud of
promiscuity.’

WED08NOV
OBJECTS OF FEMINISM BOOK LAUNCH @ SLG CLORE STUDIO
19:00 - 20:30 (FREE)
Join us for the book launch of ‘Objects of Feminism’ featuring texts by
Hannah Black, Rose-Anne Gush, Lizzie Homersham, Nina Power, Hannah
Proctor, Maija Timonen, Cara Tolmie and Josefine Wikström. Objects of
Feminism are the subject/object relations of contemporary capitalism;
chunks of fleshed-out knowledge, dead and living bodies invested with
ideologies and more. The texts in this book dislodge “the object” from some
of its current moorings, putting it to various uses as a prism or vanishing
mediator for the energies animating each text.

WED08NOV
WOMEN ARTISTS: MODELS OF COLLECTING @ MURRAY EDWARDS
COLLEGE (CAMBRIDGE)
18:00 - 19:30
Through the work of Anthea Hamilton (Turner Prize nominee 2016) the
panel will discuss artists, collections and models of support through
patronage, commissioning and collecting, with a focus on women artists.
Hamilton will discuss her 2016-17 exhibition at Hepworth Wakefield
responding to and using the Kettle’s Yard Collection, and her exhibition
Lichen! Libido! Chastity! at the Sculpture Centre New York that lead to her
Turner Prize nomination.
WED08NOV – WED13DEC
CONCEIVING HISTORIES @ PELTZ GALLERY, BIRKBECK
This exhibition explores this paradox, finding and considering a material
history of pregnancy feigned, imagined, hidden and difficult to diagnose.
Reimagining, through structure and shape, the look of things that have been
left to us in text, the Conceiving Histories exhibition re-materialises with
photography, sculpture and drawing the past of un-pregnancy.
Conceiving Histories is a collaboration between academic and literary
historian, Isabel Davis, and visual artist, Anna Burel. From this collaboration
emerge fantastical and fictional reworkings of archival materials, work which
explores the power, and lack of power, of the mind over the reproductive
body.

THU09NOV
HOMOS AND HOUMOUS @ LIMEWHARF
20:15
Homos and Houmous is a queer, Jewish performance nightwhich is
returning for its long-awaited second installment. So bring your gay
cousin, your nan and your rabbi down to Limewharf, a beatiful queer DIY
performance space in Bethnal Green for a night of music, drag, cabaret,
poetry.

FRI10NOV
NON BINARY CABARET @ OVALHOUSE
19:30 (£12 / £10)
A Special and unique evening together when Wotever World take over the
big theatre space at Ovalhouse Theatre! One Night Only!
Stories Shared, Verbal and Non Verbal all held together with the fire and
notion that we are HERE & NOW and we are Counted! Line UP and show
include; Sue Gives a Fu*k & Orlando, Chiyo Gomes, Iron & Sparks, Cruising
with Lysander & Rae, FKA, Kheski Kobbler, Sherika Sherard, Bae Sharam, and
more.....

FRI10NOV
RACHAEL HOUSE’S FEMINIST DISCO @ ROOM 76 (BRIGHTON)
18:00 - 21:00
This is an art project calling itself a disco. Rachael House plays records
on two dansette record players and calls it DJing. The records are by
bands featuring women Rachael decides are feminist, made between
approximately 1976-1983.

SAT11NOV – SUN12NOV
XAVIER DE SOUSA: POST + QUEER MIGRANT TAKEOVER PARTY @
ARTSADMIN
We have grown up in a Europe with open doors and with the advances of
the internet. We are accustomed to travelling, exchanging, engaging and
collaborating with people of different nationalities to our own. However
there are constant waves of nationalism wanting us to keep our borders
tightly closed to outsiders and reminding us of how Great we once were.
The performance on the 11 November will be followed by a Queer Migrant
Takeover Party at Toynbee Studios in partnership with the UK Lesbian and
Gay Immigration Group and performing borders.

SAT11NOV – SUN12NOV
#DIRECTEDBYWOMEN CLASS OF 2017 @ GENESIS CINEMA
(£5)
A weekend long festival where we’ll be screening 8 of the finest films
directed by women in 2017 for only £5.00 a screening

MON13NOV – SAT25NOV
GFEST - GAYWISE FESTIVAL @ LONDON VENUES
London’s annual “All Arts, All Welcome” GFEST films, performances, visual art
exhibition and debates invite you to share awesome LGBTQI (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer and Intersex) stories from all over the world.
Organised by arts charity Wise Thoughts, #GFEST2017 #ArtsProtest events
will be running from Mon 13 Nov to Sat 25 Nov.
TUE14NOV
SERPENTINE CINEMA: ADELITA HUSNI-BEY @ HACKNEY
PICTUREHOUSE
Artist Adelita Husni-Beypresents four recent films as part of Serpentine
Cinema at Hackney Picturehouse: The Reading/La Seduta (2017, 15’33’,
premièred at the Venice Biennale 2017); 2265 (2015, 12’23’’); After the Finish
Line (2015, 12’39’’) and Postcards from the Desert Island (2011, 22’23’’). On
the occasion of the screening, the artist proposes a series of participatory
exercises with viewers drawn from her research in radical pedagogy and the
Theatre of the Oppressed.

TUE14NOV - SUN19NOV
FRINGE! QUEER FILM FEST @ VARIOUS VENUES
From films to workshops and interactive walks to wild parties, we’ll be
hosting over 30 diverse events, to tickle every one of your senses in our
signature blend of plush cinemas and grungy guerilla venues around the
east end. Cinema is at the heart of Fringe! and we’ll be showing great new
cinema, experimental and DIY film, old classics and provocative shorts. We
showcase an enhanced events programme alongside the films collaborating
with the cream of London’s alt arts scene and reaching deep into local
communities.

TUE14NOV – SUN24DEC
INSIDE PUSSY RIOT @ SAATCHI GALLERY
FROM 10:30 (FROM £21.50)
Here’s the story of a group of modern day, post-punk feminist art collective
and Nadya Tolokonnikova’s tribulations as the founder of Pussy Riot, who
stuck two fingers up at the Russian system and suffered the consequences.
To mark the 100th anniversary of the Russian Revolution, audiences are
encouraged to pull on the balaclava and stand up for what they believe
in. Stand in the dock as Pussy Riot and live the realities of imprisonment
through this exhilarating theatre experience. Would you sacrifice everything
for the sake of a punk prayer for a liberal world?

WED15NOV – SAT25NOV
WHITE BY KOKO BROWN @ OVALHOUSE
19:45 (£15/£9)
A show about identity, blending spoken-word with live vocal looping. Join
Koko as she considers the concept of mixed-race privilege, tries to connect
clashing cultures and explores what it means to be mixed in contemporary
Britain. What are you when you are always the other?

THU16NOV
TOO BLACK TOO QUEER 2 @ THE TWO BREWERS
19:00 - 00:00
Brixton Reel Film Festival, Urban World and Batty Mama come together for a
one night extravaganza celebrating Black LGBTQ+ experience and wellbeing
with new films, DJs and live performance.

THU16NOV
QUEER INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS @ SOAS
17:00 - 19:00
Lecture with Scott Long. Chair: Rahul Rao
Contact email: genderstudies@soas.ac.uk

FRI17NOV
PUSSY RIOT THEATRE: RIOT DAYS @ LONDON BARBICAN CENTRE
20:00 (£20)
Join Pussy Riot Theatre founder member Maria Alyokhina as she retells the
story of the ‘Punk Prayer’, the collective’s protest in a Moscow cathedral that
landed her nearly two years in prison.
With fevered monologues underpinned by real footage and frenetic
noise-punk, Riot Days takes us back to 2012 as Alyokhina and Pussy Riot
ascend the altar of Moscow’s Cathedral of Christ the Saviour for a guerilla
performance protesting the Orthodox Church’s support for Putin during his
election campaign.

SAT18NOV
QUEERING ANIMATION @ HOMEMCR (MANCHESTER)
20:30
Celebrating the medium of animation in telling queer narratives. Expect
an amazing array of twelve LGBTQ animated short films created from
live action, hand drawn illustrations, computer generated to stop motion
techniques exploring the queer colourful cartoon rainbow of diverse stories.

SAT18NOV & SUN19NOV
FILM LONDON JARMAN AWARD 2017 WEEKEND @ WHITECHAPEL
GALLERY
13:00 - 18:00 (£5)
This year’s Jarman Award Weekend brings together the six artists shortlisted
for the 2017 Jarman Award – Lawrence Abu Hamdan, Marianna Simnett,
Oreet Ashery, Adham Faramawy, Melanie Manchot and Charlotte Prodger –
to explore ideas ranging from the issues around sound and memory, Botox,
gender, future censoring of language, the cloud, snow and ‘queer wilderness’
through discussions, screenings and storytelling.

SUN19NOV
Fringe! Queer Film and Arts Fest - CLOSING FILM: FLUIDØ + Q&A with
director@ GENESIS CINEMA
20:30 (£10/£5)
Centred on the politics of bodily fluids and viral pleasure, Fluidø is an
immersive, visceral and vividly experiential cyberpunk feature oozing with
delights, from multi-media artist and filmmaker Shu Lea Cheang (FRESH
KILL; I.K.U).
It’s the year 2060 and a mutated version of the HIV virus re-codes bodily
fluids as an erotic-narcotic. A new type of gender fluid human, ZERO GEN,
are the bio-drug carriers of this intoxicating ejaculate. DIY biohackers,
underground drug lords, and a scheming corporation are intermeshed when
the (corrupt) government sends out secret agents to identify anyone who
carries the mutated gene. But these android agents can also be ‘turned’ with
a single shot of the stimulating new drug…

MON20NOV
GFEST 2017: I AM NOT SICK, I AM GAY + SHORTS + Q&A @ RICH MIX
20:15 (£8/£10.75)
A moving story of Dennis, one of the few out gay activists in Kazakhstan,
who faces a brave fight for equality and eventually manages to organise the
first pride event in the former Soviet state. Winner of the audience award
for best feature-length film at its world premier at Filmfest homochrom,
Cologne.

TUE21NOV
‘SPACE FOR FAILURE’ PERFORMANCE CRIT @ LCC
18:00 - 21:00
Space for Failure is a monthly crit group for performers with feminist/queer
practices. It is open to everyone working in this area (including moving
image work) who looks for a forum to discuss works in progress. We are
starting the new season on Tuesday 21st November
6-9pm at London College of Communication, Elephant and Castle, London
SE1 6SB. Please get in touch if you want to join! spaceforfailure@gmail.com

WED22NOV
THE CRUISING GARDEN @ NEW RIVER STUDIOS
20:00-21:30 (£5)
November’s incarnation of The Cruising Garden will explore feelings that can
disguise as stories, narratives, fantasies and be projected upon a person one
feels toward. It is a story of an ancestor resurrecting in the bodies of lovers.
It is a story about an ancestor resurrecting in one’s own body. In the bodies
of the living life and death meet to consecrate a myth of becoming.

WED22NOV – SAT02DEC
SEX WORKER’S OPERA @ OVAL HOUSE
19:30 (£15/10)
What do you think of when you hear the words ‘Stripper’, ‘Escort’,
‘Pornstar’? A street worker giving marital advice... A webcam model and
her ventriloquist dummy… A daughter making career choices in a maledominated world… Whether you want to save us, judge us, lust for us or
empathise, come down for a night of opera to hip-hopera, contemporary
dance to pole dance, where Sex Workers take back the stage to tell our own
stories in our own words.

FRI24NOV
POLARI TENTH BIRTHDAY @ ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL
19:30 - 21:30
Polari turns ten with a special event as part of Being A Man festival. Explore
queer masculinity in its many guises with readings / performances from
Topher Campbell, Jonathan Harvey, J. Fergus Evans, Alexis Gregory and
Carey Wood.

FRI24NOV – SUN26NOV
WOMEN OF THE LENS FILM DIGITAL BROADCAST FESTIVAL @ CINEMA
MUSEUM
Women Of The Lens Film Digital Broadcast Festival, providing rich
programming focussing on the agency and autonomy of black women and
women of colour.

SAT25NOV
FRIENDSHIP, ATTRACTION, COLLABORATION: PERFORMING
INTIMACIES @ THE ROYAL ACADEMY
15:00 - 16:30
Florence Peake and Eve Stainton work independently as artists engaged
in disparate practices. They are at different stages in their careers,
but meet through ideas around the queer body, sexuality, desire and
heightened states of consciousness. They have a shared background in
movement that has spurred a non-verbal dialogue for more intimate ways
of communication. They are brought together by this dialogue and their
attraction to each other, and for this reason are interested in unpicking the
use of the word “friendship” here.
This roundtable will explore the place of private relationships in the process
of art making.

MON27NOV
$ELFIE$ @ HAKNEY SHOWROOM
20:00 (£10)
$elfie$ is is the third performance work in a series built around the
ontologies of Black and Queer aesthetics against our current political
moment.
Operating with an expanded and leaky choreographic proposition, $elfie$
reneges the imprints of the contemporary moment and places them in
high-relief. In full view, it suggests another world that looks at/away from
and fiercely transverses the emotional landscapes of allostatic load (the
wear and tear of the body due to repeated stress) alongside unabashed,
unapologetic joyousness, the advent of political melancholia and
ambivalence to extreme forms of desire and violence.

THU30NOV
STORY TELLING FOR EARTHLY SURVIVAL @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
19:00 (££9.50/£7 .50)
A striking and unconventional portrait of Donna Haraway, whose critical
approach to science and technology, including theories of trans-species
feminism, has had a profound and lasting impact since the 1980s. Followed
by a Q&A with director Fabrizio Terranova.

STILL SHOWING
TILL SAT04NOV
LATINX FEMINIST FESTIVAL @ FEMINIST LIBRARY
A series of events celebrating the Latin American community in London. Thanks to funding by Oscar Murillo we will be running
this free series of feminist talks, workshops and events in Spanish, Portuguese and English for Latinx women and friends. //
Te invitamos a una serie de eventos y actividades para celebrar a la comunidad latinoamericana en Londres. Uma série de
eventos que celebram a comunidade latino-americana em Londres.
TILL SAT04NOV
SUBTEXT - HELOISE BERGMAN, CORAL HOWARD AND KATE KOTCHEFF @ DOOMED GALLERY
This selection of three photographers presents a variety of approaches to subtext. Ranging in subject from behavioural
patterns and conflict, ambiguity and idealization of the body, to imagined and constructed interiors spaces, they address
complex themes whilst demonstrating excellent and attractive technique.
TILL SUN05NOV
EMILY MULENGA: TAKING UP SPACE @ FIRSTSITE (COLCHESTER)
Taking Up Space is the first major solo presentation by British artist Emily Mulenga. The exhibition features a selection of
dynamic moving image works alongside animated GIFs and personalised emojis, showcasing Mulenga’s use of digital language
to investigate identity in the Internet age.
TILL SUN05NOV
SIMEON BARCLAY: THE HERO WEARS CLAY SHOES @ TATE BRITAIN
Simeon Barclay is a Leeds-based multimedia artist who seeks to understand how we identify and situate ourselves within
culture and tradition. His work combines personal memories with appropriated images from advertisements, fashion
magazines, sports journalism and the music industry.
TILL SUN05NOV
COMING OUT: SEXUALITY, GENDER AND IDENTITY @ WALKER ART GALLERY (LIVERPOOL)
Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity will bring together a diverse range of artists who have used their work to explore
sexuality and gender identity since 1967.The exhibition will reveal the findings of over two years of research by the Gallery into
LGBT history, visual culture, its collection and the Arts Council Collection, revealing hidden queer histories and institutional
blind spots that will be addressed through the exhibition’s programme of events and performances.
TILL TUE07NOV
JULIANA CERQUEIRA LEITE: BLOOM @ TJ BOULTING
The exhibition includes new sculpture, photo-collage and video, all of which explore the steady stream of recent online news
that focuses on humanitarian crises. These works examine the –often exasperated– gesticulations of individual subjects
interviewed by the news as representatives of a certain crisis: a refugee, a soldier, a doctor or aid worker. Gesticulations by
politicians and reporters, as they attempt to explain complex issues to news viewers, are also explored in these works. Leite
aims to create a permanent register of these bodily means of extending language and the ephemeral articulations that shape
and are shaped by the geopolitical landscape.
TILL WED08NOV
THE BEAUTY OF INEFFICIENCY: KANA ART @ SWAY GALLERY
Kana, phonetic scripts unique to Japan, which were abandoned and forgotten despite their legacy of a thousand years. Kana,
representative of a leisurely and creative pursuit, are no longer used in day-to-day life in contemporary Japan due to their
complexity and the difficulty of passing down and acquiring the necessary skills. By using Kana in her contemporary work,
Akagawa attempts to build a bridge beyond time and space. Her works are time consuming, but she is proud to be ‘inefficient’.
TILL FRI10NOV
TRISH WYLIE: I ROSE MADDER @ THE WILLIAM ROAD GALLERY
Trish Wylie presents a solo exhibition of new work examining female stereotypes and the perception of ageing in Western
society, by reimagining the traditional hero of iconic Cowboy movies and putting her own image into the frame.
TILL SAT11NOV
FLYING SOLO FESTIVAL 2017 @ CONTACT & THE LOWRY (MANCHESTER)
Artists from the UK and Europe shake things up this year in the name of politics, gender, race and the body, in shows at
Contact and The Lowry. Featuring performances by Afreena Islam, Demi Nandhra, Desiree Burch, Elmi Ali, Highrise Theatre,
Jackie Hagan, Kate O’Donnell, Paul O’Donnell, Sheyda Darab, and more.
TILL SAT11NOV
JAKE & DINOS CHAPMAN | THE DISASTERS OF EVERYDAY LIFE @ BLAIN SOUTHERN
The Disasters of Everyday Life presents, for the first time, their latest body of sculptural work in a dialogue with three full sets
of Goya’s prints, each set substantially reworked in a different way by the Chapman brothers. Dix’s paintings revealed the
grotesque face of capitalism inherent in both world wars. His series of prints The War sits alongside Goya’s in its extensive,
graphic depictions of the battlefield. What then are the battlefields of the twenty-first century as depicted by Jake and Dinos
Chapman? We live in an age when the American president delivers midnight tweets to taunt his foes, and you can choose to
see beheadings on YouTube. There is a battle of images, and a battle of tribes who claim to own the future.
TILL SAT11NOV
PRIVATE COLLECTION: UNPERFORMED OBJECT – AN INSTALLATION BY GEUMHYUNG JEONG @ DELFINA
FOUNDATION
Delfina Foundation is delighted to present Private Collection: Unperformed Objects, the first UK solo exhibition by South
Korean artist Geumhyung Jeong. a collection of plain everyday objects upon which she bestows a bizarre, disconcerting life
through an intense and risky interaction with her own body to challenge notions of sexuality, technology and the female body.
TILL SAT11NOV
ALLORA & CALZADILLA: FOREIGN IN A DOMESTIC SENSE @ LISSON GALLERY
Allora & Calzadilla’s ‘Foreign in a Domestic Sense’ features new sculpture, performance, photo and video works. The exhibition
continues the artists’ ongoing investigation into the politics of language in public speech.
TILL SAT11NOV
RIVANE NEUENSCHWANDER: THE READING BOX, THE MOON, MISFORTUNES AND CRIMES @ STEPHEN
FRIEDMAN GALLERY
Neuenschwander’s unique practice draws on the history of Latin American conceptualism, using chance and collaboration to
investigate phenomena that lie just outside our collective field of vision. She approaches her work with a sense of plurality and
openness towards both material and media. Each work begins with a particular cultural idea – a game, a religious offering or
a memory – that is then dissected and reborn in Neuenschwander’s work. Seen together, these works examine broad themes
in politics, current affairs and Brazilian culture. With fervent and analytical curiosity, the artist continues her uniquely humanist
project in which local scenarios and global ideas come together in powerfully engaging works.
TILL SAT11NOV
BRUCE LABRUCE: THE HAUS OF BRUCE LABRUCE @ GALLERY 46
(AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL)
The first-ever UK solo exhibition by Canadian underground adult film director, photographer, writer and queer provocateur,
Bruce LaBruce (Hustler White, The Raspberry Reich, Otto; or, Up With Dead People, L.A. Zombie). Curated by Bren O’Callaghan
and Andrew Ellerby.
TILL SUN12NOV
NICOLA TYSON: BEYOND THE TRACE @ DRAWING ROOM
Beyond the Trace will be the first solo exhibition in the UK of Tyson’s drawings. It will include a range of work: sketchbook
pages; ‘daily drawings’, made since 2015 and posted on social media; large graphite drawings; and life-sized ink drawings
made especially for this exhibition. Working intuitively and from memory, these gestural pencil drawings are a reimagining of
the female body; they are highly animated, androgynous, self-contained and surreal.
TILL SUN12NOV
PUTTI’S PUDDING: COOKIE MUELLER & VITTORIO SCARPATI @ STUDIO VOLTAIRE
‘Putti’s Pudding’ is a book and ‘final project’ by American writer and actor Cookie Mueller, and her husband, Italian artist
Vittorio Scarpati. Published in 1989, the same year both died from complications related to AIDS, it pairs drawings by Scarpati
with writing by Mueller.
TILL SUN12NOV
SURVIVOR @ IMT GALLERY
IMT Gallery is proud to present Works from SURVIVOR (F), the first showing of selected works from a new ongoing project by
Suzanne Treister. SURVIVOR (F) is an hallucinogenic exploration of a post-apocalyptic reality in undetermined time and space.
Whether manifestations of a sole survivor of the human race, on earth, in space, on a new planet or parallel universe, or of an
artificial superintelligence (ASI), SURVIVOR (F) presents visions of a post-futuristic sublime, charting an existential imaginary of
potential human/non-human agency/non-agency and beyond, of the psychedelic consciousness of SURVIVOR (F).
TILL FRI17NOV
HUMAN STORIES: THE BODY ISSUE @ NOW GALLERY
A study of body image and anatomy through contemporary photography, film and digital media framed by a series of
provocations. The politics of beauty and identity has been long debated as part of an explorations of gender, race and the
image of self. The shape of our faces, texture of hair and complexion of skin map our ancestry and are the very essence of
our identities. Can our collective selves nurture body positivity and self – expression? Do we endorse or debunk the incessant,
re-touched ideas of ‘beauty’ and ‘perfection’ that are generated by mainstream and social media for mass consumption. Does
this sit comfortably within a culturally rich and diverse society?
TILL TUE21NOV
EILEEN COOPER - TILL THE MORNING COMES @ THE FINE ART SOCIETY
The Fine Art Society is pleased to present Eileen Cooper’s first solo exhibition at the gallery Till the Morning Comes. The show
will feature new paintings by Cooper as well as a series of life study drawings inspired by the English National Ballet’s recent
production of Giselle choreographed by Akram Khan. She has an abiding interest in the eternal feminine, in ideas of love,
sexuality, and human relationships.
TILL SUN03DEC
KATHARINA GROSSE: THIS DROVE MY MOTHER UP THE WALL @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
Grosse’s large scale and site-specific works engulf both interior and exterior spaces, unhindered by the traditional boundaries
of the pictorial field.
TILL SUN03DEC
TERRE THAEMLITZ: INTERSTICES @ AUTOITALIA
Terre Thaemlitz: Interstices is new a presentation of video and text components from Thaemlitz’s multi-media work
INTERSTICES (2000–2003) across the Auto Italia project space, including the full electroacoustic audio video installation work
exhibited for the first time in the UK.
TILL SAT09DEC
LAURENT GRASSO: THE PANOPTES PROJECT @ OLIVIER MALINGUE
Immersing the viewer in an environment full of scrutinising gazes, the exhibition will present different artworks that will show a
constellation of eyes, mixing different media and periods, like a surrealistic collage.
TILL SUN10DEC
HANNAH BLACK: SOME CONTEXT @ CHISENHALE GALLERY
Some Context is structured around 20,000 copies of The Situation, a book made up of transcribed, edited and censored
conversations between the artist and friends about ‘the situation’. This theme is interpreted differently in each conversation.
The books provide the stuffing – in shredded form – for the ‘transitional objects’ also displayed in the space, and will be
shredded at the end of the exhibition. In this new body of work Black continues to develop her enquiry into the production of,
and the gaps between, practices and theories of subjectivity and collectivity.
TILL SUN10DEC
ZACH BLAS: CONTRA-INTERNET @ GASWORKS
Gasworks presents Contra-Internet, a major new commission and the first institutional solo exhibition by London-based
artist Zach Blas. Contra-Internet at Gasworks marks the premiere of Jubilee 2033, a queer science fiction film installation that
includes live action, CGI animation, blown glass sculptures and a single edition publication titled The End of the Internet (As
We Knew It).
TILL SUN17DEC
TIME CRYSTALS @ PUMP HOUSE GALLERY
Wandsworth Council’s Pump House Gallery presents an exhibition of recent work by artist David Panos. Based on ongoing
research into the relation between cultural form, history and memory, the presentation examines the contemporary revisiting
of motifs from the 1980s and 1990s, in particular from the ‘alternative’ and ‘rave’ subcultures.
TILL TUE19DEC
THE FEMALE GAZE: PHOTOGRAPHIC PRACTICES @ V&A
10:30 – 13:00 (£400/£320)
This extensive hands-on photography course will explore women’s contribution to photography, from Julia Margaret Cameron
to Deborah Turbeville. With access to original prints in the V&A’s collection, you’ll explore a wide range of approaches and will
discover how to creatively develop your ideas.
TILL SUN28JAN
BASQUIAT: BOOM FOR REAL @ BARBICAN
(£16/£10)
Discover the work of Jean-Michel Basquiat, the pioneering prodigy of the 1980s downtown New York art scene. This
unprecedented exhibition brings together an outstanding selection of more than 100 works from international museums and
private collections. Engage in the explosive creativity of Basquiat who worked with Andy Warhol, Keith Haring and Blondie,
among others. Featuring rare film, photography and archive material, the show captures the spirit of this self-taught artist,
poet, DJ and musician whose influence, since his death at 27 in 1988, has been enormous.
TILL SAT28JAN
TOVE JANSSON @ DULWICH PICTURE GALLERY
150 works, including a large body of self-portraits and paintings never seen before in the UK will reintroduce Jansson as an
artist of exceptional breadth and talent, and provide an insightful overview of the key stages of her prolific career. Ultimately,
Jansson’s most enduring desire was to be an artist and this exhibition will reveal the unwavering passion that kept her working
and exhibiting as an accomplished fine artist alongside her career in graphic illustration.
TILL SUN04MAR 2018
COMMISSIONS FROM PERFORMA’S ARCHIVES @ WHITECHAPEL (ARCHIVE)
Founded in 2004 by renowned historian and curator, RoseLee Goldberg, Performa influenced the direction of museums and
biennials by incorporating historical and newly commissioned live art within a network of public and private venues. Since its
inception the biennial has presented over 64 new works, and over 450 artists have collaborated with numerous curators to
stage extraordinary cross-disciplinary events involving dance, film, music, architecture and food.
TILL WED20JUN
WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A PHILOSOPHICAL BREAKDOWN @ RICHARD HOGGART BUILDING, GOLDSMITHS
This year’s seminar is dedicated to women in the history of philosophy, broadly understood, around whom questions
of materialism and embodiment have pivoted from antiquity to the near present. We hope in particular to see how the
confrontation with forms of inquiry such as fragments, letters, visions and pamphlets compels us to rethink the categories
that are customarily used to identify a legibly philosophical, because paradoxically disembodied corpus. Selections range from
natural philosophy, the interstices between logic and rhetoric, philosophy of mind, mysticism, critiques of democracy and
rights, and psychoanalysis. Throughout we will explore the challenges and provocations posed by these texts to debates on
the union of mind and body, reason and madness, vision and idea, reform and revolution, and the ‘woman question’. Coconvened by Julia Ng (Autumn), Marina Vishmidt, Alberto Toscano, Svenja Bromberg, Stefan Nowotny (tbc)
			

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE THU16NOV
CALL FOR ARTISTS – 12. ARTE LAGUNA PRIZE
9 Contest categories: painting, sculpture and installation, photographic art, video art and short films, performance, virtual art,
digital graphics, land art and this year’s new entry, urban art. The theme is free and there are no age or nationality restrictions.
DEADLINE FRI17NOV
CALL FOR ARTISTS – NAUGHTY AND NICE EXHIBITION @ ESASCIO GALLERY
We are seeking art works of any medium including painting, print, sculpture, photography, film, installation and performance
that explores the beauty or bleakness of the winter season, its landscapes, activities or festivals. Suggestions for themes
include the challenge or critique of the Christmas period, through exploration of family dynamics, traditions and domesticity,
religious beliefs, pagan alternatives and political perspectives on issues such as consumerism. We are also seeking artists that
may create sculptural festive objects, cards or decorations that may be humorous, alternative or traditional. Artists could also
explore ideas of winter through materials, narrative or subject.
DEADLINE MON20NOV
CALL FOR PROPOSALS – LADA AT MANSFORD STREET COMMISSION
The Live Art Development Agency (LADA) is inviting proposals from artists for a new project that will respond to the physical,
cultural and social context of LADA’s new base in Mansford Street, East London.
DEADLINE MON20NOV
CALL FOR PAPERS – BLACK WOMEN, WOMANIST LEARNING AND HIGHER EDUCATION: THE POLITICS OF
REPRESENTATION AND COMMUNITY ACTIVISM
This one-day conference will explore the role of the black woman in promoting learning development and political activism
in the community. It seeks to bring together the work of researchers, academics and activists in the field of gender, ‘race’,
education and community development to explore Womanism and the influence of education for building stronger, local
communities.
DEADLINE MON20NOV
CALL FOR CHOREOGRAPHERS – NO SEX
New and experienced choreographers of all nationalities are invited to apply for Black Box Dance Company´s upcoming
season, to create under the title and concept “NO SEX”.
The company is looking for 2 choreographers to create 2 individual pieces. The pieces must revolve around one or more of
the following themes: Gender, Sexuality and the over sexualisation of our society.
DEADLINE SUN26NOV
CALL FOR ARTISTS – THE LONDON OPEN 2018
What makes London one of the most exciting places to live and work as an artist? This is your chance to submit your work to
The London Open 2018, Whitechapel Gallery’s triennial exhibition that showcases the most dynamic work being made across
the capital today.
DEADLINE THU30NOV
CALL FOR PAPERS – VISUAL PEDAGOGIES: LONDON 2018
Can we teach what we see? Can we see what we teach? How is the world changed, reaffirmed, or progressed through the
visual? How does it slip back? What impact can thoughtful uses of images in teaching, scholarship, artistic, and political
practice have on the future, as well as on the telling of history? The International Association for Visual Culture welcomes
papers and creative proposals that address the issues of visual pedagogies from different starting points.
DEADLINE MON04DEC
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS – POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE 20th ANNIVERSARY
2018 will mark the 20th anniversary of Visual AIDS’ benefit art sale and Visual AIDS’ hopes that you will participate. The 2018
venue and dates will be announced soon, along with exciting special events and partnerships for the 20th anniversary. To
ensure that artists have enough time to create original work, Visual AIDS’ are sharing the guidelines for submission now so
that you can get started.
DEADLINE WED15NOV
CALL FOR ARTISTS: UTOPIA NOW ‘QUEER SAINTS’
Utopia Now! are looking for visual artists to participate in the ‘Utopia Now!’ Exhibition, taking place at ‘The Horse Hospital’,
London, from Friday 24th November. They are looking for visual art (still or video) that would interact with the theme of
QUEER SAINTS and are ready to be showcased. Queer Saints are D.I.Y tools of spiritual empowerment, they elevate and assist
with overcoming shame, guilt and empower queer community with a solid sense of belonging or self worth.
Please send submissions to: theutopianow@gmail.com

